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The King James Version from Zondervan is now available in an easily readable pew Bible. Perfect

for personal use as well as for use in churches, the King James Version Large Print Pew Bible

comes in a sturdy binding at an attractive price point.
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This Bible is a superb choice if you're looking for the unadulterated KJV text combined with a sturdy

hardcover binding, very good quality paper, and quite large text that is very clear and bold. Frankly, I

was surprised at the quality of this Bible, especially considering it's under $10. The paper is quite

thick and very white, which helps the printing really stand out. There is very little "bleed-through" of

the text on the reverse side of the pages. The Bible is quite heavy for it's size, which is a testament

to the weight of the paper. The text is very black and crisp. The words of Christ are in a pleasing

red, not too light and not too dark. The binding seems excellent and the book lays flat at any page.

The black cover has a quality look and feel. The gold lettering is recessed, not just stamped on the

surface. Even though this Bible is an "economy" model I would be happy to carry and use it

anywhere to read and preach the Word and glorify the Lord Jesus using what is, in my opinion, the

only true English text, the KJV. Extremely highly recommended.

These Bibles are great, they exceeded the discription, example :they ARE the red letter edition, but

were not identified as being so. Praise the Lord! They are hard cover--so no slumping when you

stand them up.



I bought this for my Mom, she has a hard time seeing, even with glasses, she loves it. I should have

bought her one sooner.

I got this King James Version copy of the Bible to donate to the break room at my job. I selected this

particular copy by Zondervan because 1.) this copy has no commentaries or notes by editors who

give their own theological opinions and interpretations, and 2.) the construction of this copy is

excellent. This is a "pew Bible"â€”the kind you would find in the cubbyhole in the back of the pew in

front of you at many churches. It is hardcover, and a little on the heavy side. I personally would not

prefer to carry it around with me (I have lightweight and flexible leather-bound Scriptures for that)

but for tabletop reading, it's great. The medium large text size should be easy on almost anyone's

eyes (I have 20/40 vision in my left eye, and I can see the text just fine). The words of Christ are in

red.This copy is not fancy, but it's jet-black cover with gilded lettering has that reverential, simple

attractiveness that I appreciate in a Bible. And it all comes at a very affordable price!

It is so easy to read. I am 69 years old and cannot read small print even with my glasses. Thank

you.

I don't know much about Bibles. I haven't read or used one regularly for years. I know that there is a

variety of bibles - ones that are written in "modern" lingo, ones that have study guides, etc. But

when my 91-year old mother was looking for a simple King James version Bible that had print large

enough for her to be able to read, I was able to locate this this one on . It fit the bill on both counts. It

arrived in my mother's mailbox in a matter of days.

I was very anxious to receive this Bible as I am looking for a Pew Bible, or other Bible that hasn't

been contaminated with the "opinions" of man on each page in center columns or "footnotes" with

confusing statements to new believers. I believe the Holy Spirit is just as capable today as when He

was sent as our "Comforter"! I want to be able to have a good conscience before God as each one

is distributed. This was the perfect edition, I don't have an issue with the Red Letters for what Christ

spoke, the cover was sturdy, BUT the pages are very thin and I can't see anyone using this as Pew

Bible without being torn up in a short time. Here is what I learned so if you are looking for the same.

NOTE the thickness of the Bible! That should be a good indicator if it has thin stock paper. Keep in

mind the other dimensions when looking for a Large Print Bible. I wouldn't consider any others as

everyone is pretty able to read Large Print but not smaller print! This Bible was only 1.5" thick! That



should have been my first clue, but now not only do I know what to look for, and so do you! The

thicker the better when comparing with the other same dimensions. Hope this helps! Psalm 90:17

Got it today. It is just perfect. The only thing I disliked in the product is the papers being so thin, it is

still okay for $8.69 though.
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